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Morphological Dictionary

- use flat **form** - **lemma** - **tag** triplets on input
- create a binary representation that allows fast analysis and generation and is reasonably compact (should gracefully handle a gigaword)
  - dictionary compression exercise, no linguistics here
- provide guessers for out-of-dictionary words
  - currently two kinds based on prefixes/suffixes
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**POS Tagger**

- reimplementation of Morče and Featurama
  - averaged perceptron algorithm with Viterbi decoding
  - manual feature specification
    - easily changed (CRF, ANN, SEARN, etc.)
- uses MorphoDiTa for morphological analysis
- external morphological analysis can be used
- allows custom model training
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MorphoDiTa Implementation

- implemented in C++11
- available under LGPL licence
  - would anyone need BSD or some other?
- library for using the models, binaries for creating them
- precompiled binaries+library for Linux/Windows/OS X
- library language bindings for
  - Java (precompiled in the package)
  - Perl (available on CPAN as a standalone package)
  - Python (available on PyPI as a standalone package)
- web service running on LINDAT/CLARIN
- Weblicht integration coming soon
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Czech Morphological Model

- uses the morphological dictionary developed by prof. Hajič and others
  - recently released under ♥♥♥ CC BY-NC-SA ♥♥♥
  - therefore available also under CC BY-NC-SA licence
- PDT tag set (15 positions) and CoNLL-2009 tag set
- contains guessers for morphological analysis
  - statistical guesser by prof. Hajič
  - prefix guesser compiled by J. Hlaváčová
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Czech POS Tagger Model

- reimplementation of Morče
  - same algorithm (averaged perceptron)
    - improved to be able to train on features not present in golden data
  - slightly improved feature set
    - better handling of lemmatization

- trained on PDT 2.5
- also available under CC BY-NC-SA licence
- several additional variants
  - `pos_only`: only two first tag letters
  - `no_dia`: no diacritical marks on input text
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- Czech Morfflex contains 120M form-tag, 1M unique lemmas, 3992 tags; total size 6.7GB
- binary form of the dictionary uses 2MB (3000 smaller)
- analysis: \( \approx 600k \) analyzed forms per sec
- generation \( \approx 1M \) generated forms per sec

Czech POS Tagger Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tagger</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Words/s</th>
<th>Model size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morče</td>
<td>tag</td>
<td>95.67%</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>178MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featurama</td>
<td>tag</td>
<td>95.66%</td>
<td>2K</td>
<td>210MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MorphoDiTa</td>
<td>tag</td>
<td>95.75%</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>16MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MorphoDiTa</td>
<td>lemma</td>
<td>97.80%</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>16MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MorphoDiTa</td>
<td>lemma+tag</td>
<td>95.03%</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>16MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MorphoDiTa</td>
<td>tag-first two pos.</td>
<td>99.18%</td>
<td>200K</td>
<td>2MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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English Morphological Model

- morphological analyzer is a reimplementation of
  - POS tag analyzer Morphium by Johanka
    - lemmatizer developed by Martin Popel, based on morpha analyzer
  - morphological generation is performed by running the morphological analyzer on an English word list and using the result as a morphological dictionary
    - (SCOWL – Spell Checker Oriented Word Lists)

English POS Tagger Model

- trained on standard parts of WSJ
- released under CC BY-NC-SA licence
  - quite surprising decision caused by the fact that several European layers agreed with each other on this matter
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Morphological Analysis Guesser

- **currently we only use guesser in Czech morphology**
- we will implement (hopefully improved) training of the morphological analysis guesser in MorphoDiTa
- that would allow to create POS taggers using disambiguated data only, even for languages with rich morphology
  - create the dictionary from disambiguated data only and train the guesser to analyse words with similar prefixes/suffixes patterns
- nevertheless, such guesser cannot be used when performing morphological generation
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Any Ideas?

Is there anything you would like in MorphoDiTa?
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